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Sentiment analysis is an important area of natural language processing (NLP)
research, and is increasingly performed by machine learning models. Much of the
work in this area is concentrated on extracting sentiment from textual data sources.
Clearly however, a textual source does not convey the pitch, prosody, or power of
the spoken sentiment, making it attractive to extract sentiments from an audio
stream. A fundamental prerequisite for sentiment analysis on audio streams is the
availability of reliable acoustic representation of sentiment, appropriately labeled.
The lack of an existing, large-scale dataset in this form forces researchers to curate
audio datasets from a variety of sources, often by manually labeling the audio
corpus. However, this approach is inherently subjective. What appears "positive" to
one human listener may appear "neutral" to another. Such challenges yield suboptimal datasets that are often class imbalanced, and the inevitable biases present
in the labeling process can permeate these models in problematic ways. To mitigate
these disadvantages, we propose the use of a text-to-speech (TTS) engine to
generate labeled synthetic voice samples rendered in one of three sentiments:
positive, negative, or neutral. The advantage of using a TTS engine is that it can be
abstracted as a function that generates an infinite set of labeled samples, on which
a sentiment detection model can be trained. We investigate, in particular, the extent
to which such training exhibits acceptable accuracy when the induced model is
tested on a separate, independent and identically distributed speech source (i.e.,
the test dataset is not drawn from the same distribution as the training dataset).
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